
 Looks like a light, works like a fan, 
acts like an auto on/off switch.

Introducing the Broan humidity sensing fan/light. At a casual glance, 
you’d never know that a ventilation fan is at work above your shower.  
While the Broan 744SFL looks like a recessed light, inside is a humidity  
sensing switch—one that triggers a cleverly concealed and quiet ventilation 
fan. The switch knows when the shower begins by sensing a quick jump  
in humidity. It also shuts off automatically when the job is done so the  
fan doesn’t run all day, or waste energy. Sounds smart? Contact Broan  
at 800-558-1711 for a distributor near you, or visit www.Broan.com.
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• High efficiency centrifugal fan delivers  
70 CFM at 1.5 sones

• SensAire® technology detects the rapid rise 
in humidity over time

• Sensitivity level is adjustable

• Auto shut-off, adjustable from 5–60 minutes

• Can also be operated manually

• 6" white trim matched to designs of major 
recessed light manufacturers

• Multiple units can easily be used in larger rooms

• Energy efficient lighting—one 14 Watt (max) 
PAR30 shape, fluorescent bulb (included)

• UL Listed for use over tub or shower when 
connected to a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 6-7/8" high housing fits new construction 
and 2" x 8" ceiling joists

• 4" round duct connector

• Type IC, sealed housing

• Energy Star qualified

• Title 24 compliant

• Not for use over cooking surfaces

Looking for inconspicuous ventilation? The Broan 744SFL humidity sensing recessed fan/light is the 
perfect solution. Inside, our exclusive SensAire® technology automatically starts a quiet, powerful fan to 
clear moisture when a rapid rise in humidity is detected. It also operates with a wall switch just as you 
would a conventional ventilation fan. Set the internal timer from 5–60 minutes and you’ll rest assured 
knowing moisture has been cleared and not worry about the fan running all day long.

Presenting the humidity sensing recessed fan/light from Broan.

It’s the quiet fan 
you’d never guess was even there. 

SensAire® technology behind the trim 
detects changes in humidity and 
automatically turns the fan on and off.

     Bulb Energy
Model CFM Sones Lighting Type Star Ducting
744SFL* 70 1.5 14 W Fluor. PAR30 Yes 4"

Energy Star fans use 65% less energy,  
on average, than standard models and  
may qualify for local utility rebates.

* Fluorescent lighting,  
Title 24-compliant.


